The monumental sculpture of Madonna in the eastern wing of the church in the Castle of the Teutonic Order in Malbork was the largest medieval sculpture in Europe. This 8-metre tall artwork became known as the Malbork Colossus 1 . For many centuries, the mosaic-covered statue served as a unique symbol of the Castle, the town and the reign of the Teutonic Order in Prussia. The sculpture was perceived a symbol and a carrier of values rather than a work of art 2 .
rior work had been completed. The blank window in presbytery had remained empty for many years until successive restoration work commenced in 2014 in this part of the world's largest brick castle 3 . The project was completed in 2016, and it led to the full restoration of this monumental work of art and the most important symbol of the Castle -the embodiment of the patron of the church, the Teutonic Order and the town of Malbork.
The Virgin Mary as the patron of the Teutonic Order
Calling upon the protective intercession of the Virgin Mary was a phenomenon typical of religious borderlands in medieval Europe. In Christian iconography, the cloak of the Virgin Mary served to protect the faithful 4 . Prior to the Teutonic Order, the Cistercians were active in this region. They made the Virgin Mary their patron and placed all their monasteries in her care 5 .
The members of the Teutonic Order also linked their political and military actions with the name of the Virgin Mary, as evidenced by the construction of the Marienburg Castle in Transylvania as a seat of the local regional leader. In this way, the Order used the image of the Virgin Mary in their drive against pagans. They acted similarly from the second quarter of the 13th century in Prussia. The cult of the Virgin Mary within the Teutonic state of Prussia was also extensive 6 . There are even records of rivalry on this field between various units of church administration 7 . By way of example, the cathedral in Frombork was the first to compete for the title of the most important sanctuary in Prussia 8 . Until the first half of the 19th century, one of its recesses held a 9-metre statue of Madonna with the 3 The reconstruction effort was part of the project entitled "Conservation and construction works in the Holy Virgin Church in the Malbork Castle Museum", co-financed by the "Conservation and revitalisation of cultural heritage" programme under the 12 . The Teutonic Order appointed her as the suzerain in Prussia, and themselves as her vassals, which aimed to increase the prestige of their authority and justify their military activities. This cult was also reflected in art 13 .
Similar manifestations of this cult can be found within the area of the Bishopric of Pomesania, which included Malbork -the town of the Virgin Mary (Marienburg). This is evidenced, among others, by the oldest sigillography exhibits: the seal of the Pomesania Bishops 14 and of the Pomesanian Chapter 15 . The area of today's Kwidzyn, which was the first destination of the members of the Teutonic Order, was called Insula sance Marie 16 . The image of the Virgin Mary can also be found on the oldest examples of municipal seals of Kwidzyn 17 and Iława 18 . The cult of the Virgin Mary in the Middle Ages is also exemplified by her patronage of 11 shrines located in villages and of 6 churches and parish chapels 19 . In towns, in addition to the main chapel of the Teutonic Order in Malbork and the cathedral in Kwidzyn, most likely the church in Ostróda was also dedicated to the patronage of the Virgin Mary 20 .
The Malbork Colossus
The statue in question was a vehicle of the ideology of the rule and victory of the Teutonic Knights, and carried a propaganda message; however, in the face of the need for religious reform of the Teutonic Order, it was also one of the first personifications of Marian devotion in this region. At Malbork Castle, St. Mary's Church 21 , which boasted indulgence documents, was of particular importance. The Malbork Colossus might have already been the second image of Mary in this location. According to some records, the original figure was placed on the first church at the end of the 13th century. After the reconstruction of the church in the second quarter of the 14th century, the original window was replaced with a blind window 22 , and the original statue was replaced with a monument from artificial stone. This hypothesis is supported by studies on the statue's physiognomy performed by researchers 23 . The converted St. Mary's Church expressed the programme of state visual propaganda 24 .
It is probable that when funding the statue in question, the members of the Order believed that with such a powerful patron they would remain unconquerable 25 . The enormous statue of the Madonna with the Child on the eastern elevation of St. Mary's Church was primarily an external symbol of the Teutonic Order which reached out into the public space of the town of Malbork 26 . Many researches consider it a symbol of universal values. Professor Szczęsny Skibiński considered the statue a universal image of Ecclesia 27 , Rainer Zacharias perceived in it an imperious symbol of the spiritual leadership of the Teutonic Order in Prussia, which "opened up" the Castle to the world 28 , Albert Boesten-Stengel saw in it the visualisation of "patrocinium" 29 , while Anna Błażejewska gave the statue an apotropaic and magical function 30 . In recent years, Marian Dygo's interpretation has come to the fore, in which he sees the statue as an expression of the Queen of Heaven and the suzerain of Prussia. This patronage originated from the protection provided by the Virgin Mary over the Order, which was treated as a benefice. The Marian symbolism was to strengthen the loyalty of the subjects of the Teutonic Order 31 .
Marian Kutzner saw in the exceptionally visual effect provided by the Malbork Colossus a symbol of a "military banner", a protector and a buckler guarding the Castle and the seat of the Order 32 . According to historical records, the Malbork statue played a role in weakening the Polish offensive in 1410 (as in the tale of a Polish weapon maker who lost his eyesight as a result of his attempts to destroy the figure) 33 . This supernatural intervention of the Virgin Mary during the Siege of Marienburg in 1410 was then used as part of the Teutonic propaganda 34 . This special attention granted to Malbork by the Virgin Mary was certain to bring pilgrims to the town 35 .
The Malbork Madonna dates back to the time when the state formula of the Marian patronage was just maturing. Among the images of the Virgin Mary in this region there are only a few other artworks, which were created before or at the same time as the Malbork Colossus, and which were either imported here or made in local workshops 36 . For the Malbork Madonna, a model was chosen which varied from the hieratic monumentalism of a Byzantine Hodegetria 37 . A crowned Mary is holding a sceptre in her right hand. Her left arm is holding the Child in a hieratic pose, who is holding an apple in his hand. This image emphasizes the royal quality of the Virgin Mary, which is additionally underlined by the red and gold colour of the mosaics 38 .
The statue was covered in mosaics some ten-odd years after its construction 39 . The mosaics covering the surface of the figure for many centuries inspired researchers to study the impact of the colossus, especially via the characteristics of the colour scheme and its optical properties. The characteristic effect visible when light was falling directly on this section of the church was recorded in the 19th century by Johannes Voigt 40 . Nearly 100 years later, Barbara Dygdała-Kłosińska also discussed a similar Byzantine impact of the statue, while Arnold Boesten-Stengel saw in the Malbork Colossus a crusaders' symbol which originated from Middle Eastern traditions 41 .
Luther von Braunschweig, the Grand Master of the Teutonic Knights, took over the rule after a long struggle for power within the Order's structure, when its members began to lose their sense of mission 42 . It was at that point that a new interpretation of the Marian patronage over the Order was shaped 43 , which was included in the plans for the conversion of the former Castle's chapel to a two-storey structure. The space inside the upper church created as a result of this initiative had a quasi-cathedral character 44 .
The Madonna in question was cast in sections (finished fragments of the statue were then mounted together). The sections of the statue were stacked on top of each other (height 44-56 cm) and bound with mortar 45 . The entirety of the statue was made whole in ca. 1340 and probably some stonework was also carried out at that time 46 .
The almost full-dimensional sculpture depicted a standing forward-facing Madonna holding the Child Jesus on her left arm. The surface of the figure was first decorated with gilded polychrome 47 . The existing studies of the Malbork Colossus include a prevalent assumption that the statue was decorated with polychrome before the mosaics were added. This opinion was confirmed by contemporary research 48 .
This type of decoration did not prove durable and suffered damage when exposed to atmospheric conditions. It also provided ineffective protection for gypsum, which is an essentially weak material. In order to protect it from damage, the surface of the statue was covered with a layer of colourful mosaics 49 . As a result, a unique artwork with exceptional artistic values and a deep symbolic meaning was created. Anna Błażejewska considered the original statue as a protective shield, and after it was covered with mosaics -she compared it to brightly-decorated reliquaries 50 . Also, the walls of the recess which housed the statue were decorated with mosaics. It is likely that this took place in ca. 1380. The use of the technique, which was unknown on this side of the Alps and used only in nearby Kwidzyn and Prague, was also linked to wanting to emphasize this artistic foundation.
The object survived until the end of WWII without major damage. Nonetheless, missing mosaic pieces had to be replaced across centuries, and also the fractured hand of the Virgin Mary had to be replaced at the start of the 20th century (Ryc. 1). The results of the most recent conservation works could have been seen as late as in January 1945.
Stages of reconstruction of the Malbork statue
In the 1950s, clearing of rubble began at the High Castle after the Castle complex sustained extensive damage during WWII. Excessive speed of the work performed and lack of suitable supervision could have resulted in the loss of many elements of the architectural features of the church. Only from 1957, thanks to the efforts of Maciej Kilarski, the clearing works assumed a methodical character. The works unveiled various architecturalyears, despite the reconstruction of the church conducted in 1966-1967. For many years, Malbork Museum employees carried out stratigraphic investigations and chemical analyses of the artificial stone from which the statue was made and of the preserved layers of medieval polychromy discovered under a layer of mosaics 53 . In addition, as required by museum exhibitions, inventory drawings were made and the preserved tesserae were used to create a motif of a gold star on a blue background (1990) and a gold bird on a red background (2015). Also, using photographic documentation, a model of the entire figure was prepared, in 1:25 scale 54 .
Based on the analyses of glass corrosion and the investigations of the preserved fragments of the medieval mosaics it can be stated that the glass tesserae most susceptible to damage displayed chemical composition resembling that of a similar object from Prague 55 . In the territory of the Teutonic state in Prussia and in the neighbouring areas, operated the so-called "forest glassworks" 56 . However, today it is difficult to confirm if the mosaics decorating the statue were manufactured at these facilities.
In May 2007, on the initiative of the Malbork Tourist Guides Association (Koło Przewodników Malborskich), the Mater Dei Foundation was established with the aim to acquire funds for the reconstruction of the statue of the Madonna with the Child. This side of the Foundation's activity was conducive to strengthening of the local identity of the town inhabitants 57 and directed the attention of the Museum employees to the reconstruction of the Castle's symbol.
Based on the documentation prepared, the authorities of the Malbork Castle Museum made a decision in 2014 to reconstruct the sculpture using the preserved fragments whose condition was good enough for their reuse). It was also decided that the reconstructed figure will feature an original fragment of the statue's head and not a gypsum cast from the beginning of the 20th century, which was markedly different from the original 58 .
The principal aim of the reconstruction project of St. Mary's Church completed in 2016 and of the damaged monumental sculpture was the versatile use of the original material. In the design phase, a 3D inventory was made of the preserved fragments. Based on the scans obtained and using the original photographic documentation, a design for the Madonna was prepared -a bozzetto.
During the first stage of the works, all preserved fragments of the statue were collected inside one tent. This was followed with the preparation of detailed photographic documentation of the preservation state of the statue fragments and an attempt was made to position them in such a way as to reflect the original appearance of the figure. The elements were disinfected and their surface was subject to preliminary cleaning. Some petrographic samples were taken, and some sections of the original lime render on which the mosaics had been affixed were uncovered. Some residual fragments of an original paintwork (colours of red and gold) depicting the Madonna with the Child were identified under the render 59 .
Elements of the smashed statue were then transported to the workshop where they were guaranteed stable conditions and an ambient temperature to allow for slow drying of all the sections. At this point, drawing documentation and 3D scans of the individual fragments were prepared. Several characteristic fragments were singled out to be subjected to investigation (e.g. X-ray examination to establish the disintegration depth of the original stone, the humidity level of the individual sections of the figure, the density as well as the bending and compressive strength of the stone).
Based on the preserved archival photographs, a gypsum model (bozzetto) of the monumental Virgin Mary was built (in scale 1:4), which was then decorated with glass tesserae. The extended surface area of the statue as well as the blind window and the niche's embrasure is approx. 90 m 2 . Over 300 thousand mosaic pieces are estimated to cover the figure. The glass used in the restoration was between 7 and 12 mm thick, similarly to the Gothic tesserae. Over 1.5 tonnes of mosaic glass were made to order.
The reconstruction of the Malbork Colossus, using the cast technique and gypsum render, was a considerable challenge to the team which worked above the sculpted decorations of St. the statue, but the method of setting it in the scheduled location. The casting technique (making impressions) in artificial stone has been a topic of scientific discussion for many years 61 .
In the first place, the mosaics were applied in the niche behind the figure, and then on the statue of the Madonna. The tesserae were cut to the appropriate side. A projector was set on scaffolding in a place from which the archival photograph had been taken and then the image was projected onto the sculpture to accurately reflect the layout of the tesserae.
Instead of a conclusion
The history of the Malbork Colossus, built in the Middle Ages by the Teutonic Order, continues to be the topic of lively discussion, and in recent years also of spectacular conservation activities. The image of the Virgin Mary returned to society generates a lot of positive emotions which also translate into an important experience for tourists. The symbolism of this iconographic expression, which for centuries was permanently adapted by the local community, tells a lot about the message and charism assumed by the Teutonic Order even to contemporary observers.
The history and the message of this statue are yet to be fully understood. The large number of scientific interpretations proves that this object from the very start served to construct the propaganda image of the Teutonic Order. Nonetheless, through its universal values, the statue also became significant for the subsequent owners of the Castle (and the longest for the Polish State).
The barbarian destruction of the structure at the start of 1945 began the long-term reconstruction process of the Castle thanks to bottom-up social initiatives. For the most part, these works have now been completed. In 2014-2016, the Malbork statue was restored to its original location. These works consisted in the reconstruction of the statue from preserved fragments of the structure which was supplemented with specially prepared (according to historical technology) mosaic material.
